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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to formulate some conjectures and tentative 
hypotheses concerning the cohomology of line bundles on GjB, where G is 
a semisimple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field K of prime 
characteristic p and B is a Bore1 subgroup. In particular, we conjecture the 
existence of filtrations which would resemble those defined by J. C. Jantzen 
in Weyl modules (or Verma modules in characteristic 0) and would satisfy 
similar “sum formulas”; cf. [23]. These filtrations should moreover be com- 
putable in terms of Lusztig’s polynomials [32], in the spirit of Gabber and 
Joseph [14]. It is quite likely that such filtrations would contribute to a 
deeper understanding of the vanishing behavior of the cohomology groups, 
as investigated by H. H. Andersen in a series of papers [l-8]. 
We begin with a brief summary of the relevant results from represen- 
tation theory (see [ 181 for a more detailed exposition). Then we review the 
recent work on cohomology of G/B and formulate our conjectures, using 
groups of type B, as a concrete example. 
This work grew out of conversations and correspondence with Henning 
Haahr Andersen, whose advice has been extremely valuable. 
Notation 
G 
K 
T 
@ 
B 
a- 
@+ 
W 
simply connected, simple algebraic group over K 
algebraically closed field of prime characteristic p 
maximal torus of G 
roots of G relative to T 
Bore1 subgroup of G including T 
system of negative roots, corresponding to B 
system of positive roots 
Weyl group 
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weight lattice (character group of T) 
dominant weights, relative to choice of @+ 
reflection with respect to root a: s,(A) = A - (A, a)a, where 
(4 a > = 2(& a)/(6 a) 
length of w  in W relative to simple reflections 
longest element of W 
I(w,), equal to dim G/B or Card @+ 
sum of fundamental dominant weights (or half-sum of positive 
roots) 
w(;1+6)-6 
s;A+kpa 
a&e Weyl group relative to p, generated by alIme reflections s,,~ 
-we(l), A E x 
invertible sheaf on G/B induced by 1 E X 
H’(GIB, WI) 
1. WEYL MODULES 
1.1. Formal Characters 
To each dominant weight d corresponds a Weyl module V(d), obtained 
by reduction modp from an irreducible module of highest weight A for the 
corresponding complex semisimple Lie algebra. Its formal character ch(l), 
the formal sum of its weights taken with the correct multiplicity, is given by 
Weyl’s character formula. The definition can be extended to all 1 E X as 
follows: If ;1+ 6 is W-irregular, i.e., lies in a wall of some Weyl chamber, set 
ch(l) = 0. Otherwise there is a unique w  E W for which w  * I E X+, and we 
set ch( A) = ( - 1 )I(“‘) ch( w. A). 
When we use the group of type B2 as an example, we shall label Weyl 
FIG. 1. Weyl chambers indexed by elements of W, for type B2 (a short, j? long). 
601/59/2-6 
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chambers by elements of W as shown in Fig. 1. Thus ~1 is the short simple 
root and p is long. 
The module V(1) is indecomposable, but only rarely irreducible. It has a 
unique irreducible quotient, whose formal character can be (in principle) 
expressed as a Z-linear combination of Weyl characters. A certain amount 
is known about the coefficients involved (cf. [ 1X,20-24]), and for p not 
too small, the conjecture of Lusztig [31] would determine them completely 
as values obtained by specialization of Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials [25, 
261. In our examples below, we take advantage of the fact that all the for- 
mal characters are known for type B,. 
1.2. The Affine Weyl Group 
The group W, plays a key role. It acts on the weight lattice by the “dot” 
action (with the origin at -6), with fundamental domain the closure of an 
“alcove.” The linkage principle [4] and the translation principle [20] 
imply that most of the behavior of Weyl modules depends just on the 
alcove (or its “upper closure”) containing the highest weight involved. For 
example, if 2 is a dominant weight lying inside an alcove, then V(n) is 
irreducible if and only if this alcove is the unique lowest one (with -6 as a 
vertex). There are also affme Weyl groups with respect to higher powers of 
p, allowing us, for example, to speak of p2-alcoves rather than p-alcoves. It 
turns out that the generic behavior of weights in the lowest p2-alcove is 
adequate to determine the behavior of all weights (at least when p is not 
too small, so that there are some weights inside alcoves). Jantzen [22] has 
found generic patterns for the distribution of composition factors of Weyl 
modules, which for a weight far enough from the walls of the dominant 
Weyl chamber (and within the lowest p’-alcove) will depend only on the 
“type” of alcove to which the weight belongs. For example, there are just 
four possible patterns for type B,, each involving 20 composition factors 
(with multiplicity 1). See Fig. 3 for a “type III” alcove, but ignore the num- 
bers in the alcoves. 
The generic patterns are not symmetric looking in general, but their 
“duals” exhibit symmetry relative to W (for type B,, these appear in Fig. 6 
after q is specialized to 1). For a given irreducible module (whose highest 
weight belongs to the distinguished alcove at the bottom), the dual pattern 
gives the location of all highest weights (limited to the p2-alcove) of Weyl 
modules having the given composition factor with some multiplicity. 
1.3. Lusztig Polynomials 
In [32] Lusztig has formulated a further conjecture in terms of the dual 
diagrams just discussed. He labels each alcove in the diagram with a 
polynomial in q (or q-l), related to the original Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomials which figure in [31]. The conjecture is that when q is 
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specialized to 1, Jantzen’s dual diagrams will result. As remarked above, for 
type B, all the multiplicities involved are 1. But for type G, the pictures are 
appreciably more complicated, involving polynomials such as q5 + 3q6. 
1.4. Jan &en’s Filtration 
Jantzen has introduced, by an indirect procedure involving Z-forms and 
certain symmetric bilinear forms, a filtration in an arbitrary Weyl module 
V(A), say v(n)= V,X V,I V,=, e... (See [21, 23,241.) For most primes, 
he is able to produce an explicit “sum formula,” expressing xi,,, ch Vi as a 
sum of Weyl characters with simple coefficients. (He has also introduced 
such filtrations and sum formulas in characteristic 0, in the context of 
Verma modules; cf. [14].) It is still unclear how to characterize these 
filtrations intrinsically; for weights in sufficiently general position (but not 
for all weights), the filtration ought to coincide with the socle series. When 
1 is in general position in the lowest p2-alcove, Jantzen has been able to 
show that the filtration of I’(n) has length N and that I’(n) has an 
irreducible socle, occurring as last term of the filtration. 
2. COHOMOL~GY OF G/B 
2.1. Some Classical Results 
Suppose for a moment that K is replaced by the complex numbers, so G 
becomes a (complex) semisimple Lie group, while G/E becomes a (com- 
plex) projective variety (etc.). In this case the cohomology of line bundles 
on G/B is well understood: 
THEOREM (Bott). (a) If A+ 6 is W-irregular (i.e., lies on a wall of 
some Weyl chamber), then all Hi(A) = 0. 
(b) If A+ 6 is W-regular and dominant, then Hi(A) = 0 ,for i > 0, while 
p(A) affords the irreducible G-module of highest weight A.. 
(c) If I + 6 is W-regular, and w. il E X+ (for unique w E W, say of 
length I), then Hi(A) = 0 for i # 1, while H’(A) ctffinds the irreducible G- 
module of highest weight w. A. 
For an elegant proof, see [ 121. 
It is natural to ask how much of this theorem remains true when K is of 
prime characteristic. If the vanishing assertions of Bott’s theorem are true 
for ,? E X, we say that A has standard vanishing behavior (otherwise, non- 
standard). It is well known that @(A) # 0 if and only if I E X+. Moreover, 
the variety G/B in characteristic p is obtained from the analogous variety in 
characteristic 0 by a change of base (via the underlying Chevalley- 
Demazure group scheme over Z). A semicontinuity principle then implies 
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that H”“‘(w. 2) # 0 whenever ;1 E X+. Moreover, the Euler characteristic 
xi ( - 1 )i ch H’(n) is invariant under base change, hence is still given by 
ch(L) as defined in Section 1.1. (There is an alternative proof of this, due to 
S. Donkin, which uses Kempfs vanishing theorem (Section 2.2) rather than 
the characteristic 0 results.) Finally, we recall that Serre duality holds in 
any characteristic, so that Z?(L) is dual as G-module to HN-‘(wO. A*) for 
all A. (See [19] and the papers of Andersen for further background.) 
One feature of Bott’s theorem which generally fails in characteristic p is 
the irreducibility of the nonzero modules involved, for reasons which will 
become clear below. 
2.2. Kempfs Theorem 
After some early investigations of special cases by Kempf and others (cf. 
[ 1 I, 29]), Kempf succeeded in proving part of Bott’s theorem in charac- 
teristic p [27]: 
THEOREM (Kempf). [f’,l E X+, then H’(1) = 0 for all i > 0. 
The proof involved the cohomology of certain Schubert varieties as well. 
Subsequently Andersen [6] and Haboush [ 161 independently discovered a 
representation-theoretic proof which is fairly short and elementary. The 
theorem itself has many consequences for the study of “induced” modules; 
cf. [IO]. In particular, it implies that Weyl modules L’(n) are “universal” 
highest-weight modules [21]; this is seen by identifying V(L) with the 
cohomology group HN( wO. 2) dual to @(A*). 
The methods of Demazure and others also yield a vanishing theorem of 
Bott’s type for weights lying in walls of the dominant Weyl chamber (tran- 
slated by -6): for such i, all H’(A) = 0. 
2.3. Nonstandurd Vanishing Behavior 
In rank 1, the situation is clear even without Kempfs theorem, since then 
G = SL(2, K) and G/B is a projective line. In rank 2, the first case to be 
studied in detail was G = SL(3, K). Griffith [ 151 found necessary and suf- 
ficient conditions for vanishing of H’, Hz, yielding a systematic pattern of 
nonstandard vanishing behavior for certain weights near or on walls of 
Weyl chambers, with both H’ and H2 nonzero. His results were simplified 
and extended to other rank 2 cases by Andersen; cf. [ 1, 2, 5-71; some of 
Andersen’s results go much further, e.g., specifying for exactly which 
weights H’(A) is nonzero. In studying Griffith’s results, the present author 
[17] noticed a striking correlation with the way in which Jantzen’s generic 
patterns (Section 1.2) break down near walls of the dominant chamber. 
This led to a prediction about the composition factors of the nonstandard 
H’ and H2 for SL(3, K), which Andersen was able to verify in [ 11, for 
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FIG. 2. Nonstandard vanishing behavior in lowest p2-alcove for type B2 [7, p. 2551. 
weights in the lowest p*-alcove. (Outside this region, the picture “blows up” 
in a predictable way, but the composition factors are harder to deal with in 
detail.) 
For type B2, nonstandard vanishing occurs (in the lowest $-alcove) in 
the numbered alcoves of Fig. 2. Each chamber leads to some predictable 
nonvanishing group, as remarked in Section 2.1, so we may speak of an Hi- 
chamber. Then, e.g., a 2 in an alcove of an P-chamber indicates that for 
all weights I in that alcove, both H’(I) and H*(L) are nonzero. The Euler 
characteristic is known, but it remains to determine the composition fac- 
tors of H*(n), which occur “unexpectedly” in H’(1) but not in the Weyl 
module having the linked dominant weight. (See Section 2.5 below for a 
proposed explanation.) 
One other aspect of Andersen’s work should be mentioned. By imitating 
the method of [12), he is able to find some “canonical maps” of the form 
H’(J.) + Hi- ‘(3,. A), where cz is a suitable simple root, and can describe the 
image formally in certain cases (cf. [4, 51). 
2.4. Filtrations and Sum Formulas 
In order to account for the vanishing behavior of the cohomology 
groups, as well as various aspects of their G-module structure (such as 
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socles and maximal vectors), we are led to conjecture the existence of 
filtrations generalizing those of Jantzen (Section 1.4). To simplify the for- 
mulation, we limit the discussion to weights w* A (1 E X+ - 6) for which 1 
lies in the lowest $-alcove. (In the general case, the sum formulas become 
slightly more complicated.) For a weight 2 of this type and a positive root 
a, write C, (11) = C ch(s,,k. A), summed over those k for which 
0 < kp < (A+ 6, a). For a negative root a, write instead C,(n) = 
C ch(A + kpa), summed over those k for which 0 < kp < (A+ 6, -a). In 
either case, the sum just involves certain weights in the a-string between ;1 
and s, .A. Actually, a sum of the second type could be rewritten as a sum of 
the first type if we replaced ;1 by its image under a suitable alline reflection: 
C,(A) + C-,(A) = ch(l); cf. 124, 6.51. 
Conjecture. Fix 1 E X+ - 6 (in the lowest p2-alcove), w  E lK Then each 
H’ = H’(w .A) has a filtration H’ = Hkx Hf 1 Hi 2 . . . for which the Euler 
characteristic CiN_O ( - 1)‘H’ satisfies a sum formula: 
,gO(-l)i c chHj=(-1)““” c C,(1). 
j>0 OlEW -Q- 
The filtration should be computable by the method of Section 2.6 below. 
In case w. 2 has standard vanishing behavior (Section 2.1), the left side 
simplifies. In particular, when w  = wo, the sum formula reduces to that of 
Jantzen. 
It may be further conjectured that Serre duals will have dual filtrations 
(in an obvious sense). This is compatible with the sum formulas involved; 
cf. also Section 2.6 below. 
Given w  E W, note that wP ‘@- contains I(w) positive roots and 
N--I(w) negative roots. Thus the alcove containing i is assigned the 
filtration level N - I( w  ). 
For groups of type A, or B,, the composition factors of Weyl modules 
are known explicitly. Since they occur with multiplicity 1 in generic cases, 
the sum formula can be used to compute the conjectured filtrations if the 
vanishing behavior is standard. (Jantzen already computed his filtrations in 
this way for generic cases in the lowest p2-alcove.) For type B,, our sum 
formula yields the generic cases shown in Fig. 3 (along with their duals), 
for 1 in an alcove of “type III.” The integer j in an alcove indicates that the 
corresponding composition factor occurs in Hi but not Hj+ L. (We have 
calculated all generic cases for type B,. There is always a unique alcove 
with filtration level 0, resp. 4. The other possible levels are 1, 2, 3, with a 
frequency pattern repeated in exactly 8 of the 32 diagrams: one for each 
element of W.) 
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FIG. 3. Conjectured filtration of H”“)(w. I,) ( = Jantzen filtration when w = w,,), 
Conjecture. For weights in suffkiently general position, Andersen’s 
canonical maps (Section 2.3) will respect the conjectured filtrations, 
sending Hj into Hj; 1’. 
More precisely, consider the map Hi(xi) + H’-‘(x~- ,) as in [S, 4.43, 
involving weights in the lowest p2-alcove with standard vanishing behavior. 
Here xi = sB. Xi-, for a simple root /I According to Andersen, the image of 
the map has formal character ( - l)‘C,(xi) in our notation (if /3 is regarded 
as negative). Comparison with the conjectured sum formulas leads us to 
expect the following behavior of filtration levels under the map: a com- 
position factor lying in the kernel of the map has filtration level in Hi 
exactly one higher than the filtration level of the corresponding com- 
position factor in Hi- ‘, while a composition factor in the image of the map 
has filtration level in H’- ’ exactly one higher than the filtration level of the 
corresponding composition factor in Hi. (This behavior is clear already in 
the case of the highest weight: as the maps go from HN to Z-P, the filtration 
level rises from 0 to IV.) When all composition factors of the cohomology 
groups involved here have multiplicity 1, the conjecture is a formal con- 
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sequence of the sum formulas together with Andersen’s formula for the 
character of the image. 
We remark that there is a somewhat analogous feature of canonical 
maps between Verma modules in characteristic 0: as conjectured by 
Jantzen and recently proved by J. Bernstein, such maps respect the Jantzen 
filtrations (cf. [ 141 for the connection with Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials). 
It may also be expected that for weights in sufficiently general position 
(say those yielding Jantzen’s generic patterns), the conjectured Hi- 
filtrations will just be socle series. (But even in characteristic 0, the Jantzen 
filtration has not yet been shown to be a socle series: only the complete 
reducibility of each “layer” follows from Bernstein’s work.) 
Conjecture. For all weights A in sufficiently general position, Hi(n) has 
a unique irreducible submodule and unique irreducible quotient, each with 
multiplicity 1 as composition factor. 
This would lit well with the observed distribution of filtration levels in 
the rank 2 cases (e.g., in Fig. 3 the socle would correspond to the alcove 
marked 4 = N). It is known already that Ho and H’ always have a unique 
irreducible submodule (in a location compatible with our sum formulas); 
cf. [2] for the case of H’. Jantzen [24] has shown that for weights far 
enough from walls of the antidominant Weyl chamber, HN also has a uni- 
que irreducible submodule. Of course, HN always has a unique maximal 
submodule (being dual to an ZP’). 
There are some other pieces of evidence supporting these conjectures, 
but as yet no clear idea about how to construct the desired filtrations: use 
of Z-forms appears to be quite tricky, especially in cases of nonstandard 
vanishing. 
2.5. Nonstandard Vanishing 
Assuming for the moment that filtrations of the type described in Sec- 
tion 2.4 actually exist, they may help to explain the connection observed in 
[17] between nonstandard vanishing behavior and degeneracies of 
Jantzen’s generic patterns near walls of the dominant Weyl chamber. For 
types A2 and B,, a very precise correlation has been worked out as follows. 
The left side of Fig. 4 shows how the generic patterns (for B,) lose some 
alcoves near a wall: alcoves just outside the dominant chamber disappear, 
while those farther out will cancel some corresponding alcoves within the 
dominant chamber. (There is a simple algorithm for this, which in more 
complicated cases can involve both adding and subtracting.) What is 
noteworthy here is that the pairs of alcoves which “cancel” have the same 
filtration level (Fig. 3). 
On the other hand, the top right pattern in Fig. 4 involves (shaded) 
alcoves with distinct filtration levels. It happens here (Fig. 2) that both 
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3 B 2 
FIG. 4. Some degenerate cases. 
H2(s,+, * I) and H3(sps,. 2) are nonzero, leading us to predict that the lat- 
ter will have a single composition factor with highest weight in the shaded 
alcove marked 2, while the former will have this as an “extra” composition 
factor. The lower right pattern in Fig. 4 shows a “good” cancellation, with 
filtration levels matching, and indeed here the corresponding H3 is 0 
(Fig. 2), so the shaded alcoves do not occur in Hz. (Note that other B2 
examples involve a further subtlety: in a case where several alcoves are to 
be cancelled simultaneously to get the Weyl module configuration, some 
may agree in filtration level while others do not.) 
This correlation with Fig. 2 shows up in all possible patterns, and leads 
us to hope for a complete description of standard and nonstandard 
vanishing (along with resulting composition factors) in terms of the 
filtrations. As a possible first step, one might try to verify that Jan&en’s 
HN-filtrations (or the dual P-filtrations) are indeed compatible in this way 
with Kempfs vanishing theorem; i.e., filtration levels always agree when 
cancellation is to take place. (This might best be explored in the context of 
Section 2.6 below,) 
2.6. Connection with Lusztig’s Diagrams 
Further reason to expect filtrations of the type described in Section 2.4 
comes from Lusztig’s work [32] (refined in [8]) and from the analogous 
characteristic 0 work of Gabber and Joseph [ 143. Andersen noticed that 
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FIG. 5. First approximation to filtration levels, in case tv=s,<s,, w-W = 
{a, -p, -a-B,2a+8}. 
Jantzen’s Weyl module filtrations for A,, B, can be computed from the 
diagrams in [32, Sect. 123 by imitating the idea of [14]. By re-orienting 
these diagrams and varying the positive system of roots (to measure dis- 
tance between alcoves), I was then able to reproduce all of the conjectured 
filtrations for A,, B,. So it is reasonable to conjecture that this method will 
always lead to the results predicted by the sum formula (Section 2.4). Of 
course, all the actual computations depend at this point on having full 
knowledge of the composition factors of Weyl modules; cf. [31]. 
Here is an algorithm like that of [ 141 which seems to be appropriate, at 
least in the rank 2 cases studied. Fix E. and w  as in Section 2.4. Start with 
the new positive system We’@- and use it to compute (in the manner of 
[32]) the distance from the alcove containing 1 to any other alcove 
involved in the generic pattern for V(1). Assigning to the alcove of 1 the 
filtration level N - l(w), assign a tentative level to each other alcove by the 
rule: crossing a hyperplane in the positive direction reduces the level by 1, 
while crossing in the negative direction increases it by 1 (cf. Fig. 5 for a 
concrete example). 
Next, use the re-oriented Lusztig diagrams (cf. Fig. 6) to adjust the level 
for any given alcove. The given alcove corresponds to one of the four dis- 
tinguished ones in Fig. 6, and the alcove of A is located there in its correct 
position relative to the given one. The polynomial contained in the alcove 
of 1 determines the adjustment: view it as a polynomial in q”* and q-l’*, 
and add the exponent to the tentative level assigned. (So the new level can 
differ from the tentative one only by an even integer.) For w  = sB.sa this 
gives back the filtration shown in Fig. 3. 
We hasten to add that things can be much more complicated in cases 
where composition factors have multiplicity greater than one, for example, 
GZ. Then a polynomial such as 3q4 + qs may occur in Lusztig’s diagrams, 
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FIG. 6. Lusztig diagrams (re-oriented for w = s,s”). 
indicating a composition factor multiplicity of 4 when q is specialized to 1. 
The polynomial would instruct us to add 8 to the tentative filtration for 
three of these composition factors and to add 10 for the other one. 
It remains to specify how the diagrams in Fig. 6 are obtained from 
Lusztig’s. The appropriate algorithm seems to be as follows. In [32] each 
diagram has a distinguished alcove, giving an orientation which we 
associate with w,,. To obtain the corresponding diagram for w, express w0 w  
as a product of simple reflections, and apply this sequence of reflections 
(read from left to right) to the original diagram. In the new diagram, the 
alcove which replaces the distinguished alcove may contain a polynomial 
other than 1; if so, divide all polynomials in the diagram by this one. (In 
Fig. 6, we applied sor, then sg, and divided by q p2.) 
Remarks. (a) Condition (ii) of Theorem 1.8 in [32] appears to be just 
what is needed for Serre duals to be given dual filtrations using this kind of 
algorithm. (b) Rank 2 evidence indicates that in generic cases, the socle of 
H”w’(w. A) will be easily locatable: its highest weight lies in a distinguished 
alcove, while A lies in the “extremal” alcove of this re-oriented Lusztig 
diagram corresponding to w. 
2.1. Module Structure 
The actual starting point for our consideration of Hi-filtrations was the 
question of module structure for Weyl modules when the highest weight 
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lies in (say) the lowest p3-alcove, in general position, rather than the lowest 
$-alcove. Jantzen’s generic patterns then blow up (yielding 400 com- 
position factors, in 20 patterns of 20 each, for type B,). In the simpler case 
of SL(3, K), to deal with the known facts about Ext’ (cf. [13, 341) Ander- 
sen and I were forced to think of the Weyl module structure as involving 
all kinds of cohomology groups H’ coming from p*-alcoves. (There were 
signs of this viewpoint for SL(2, K) in Cline’s work [9].) In particular, the 
conjectured H’tiltrations should already be visible in Jantzen’s Weyl 
module filtration for the blown-up case. This will be discussed elsewhere. 
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